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ABSTRACT. This paper describes nonparametric
estimation of the drift and diRu.sion of a
contimmustime
short rate process, based on discrete observations.
It also shows: how to
estimate the market price of risk nonparametrically
based on discrete observations of bonds
prices. We critique and confirm Stanton’s results on nonparameteric
estimators 1171. The
nonparameteric
approach overcomes some of Venter’s criticisms of parametric models [ZO].

1. INTRODUCTION
Models of insurance policies are used for pricing, reserving, allocation of capital, and risk
management. The interest rate is a key ingredient in the model and therefore actuaries are
very interested in interest rate models. Christiansen (71 remarks “[mlodels of possible future
paths for interest rates are a key element of actuarial and other financial studies” andTilley
[18] comments, “[a] stochastic interest rate generator is a valuable actuarial
tool”.
It has
been suggested that the most pressing questions in an actuary’s mind when contemplating
the use of interest-rate models are “given data, how do I get those parameters and how do I
generate scenario paths’?” At the 1998 ASTIN Colloquium in Glasgow, Gary Venter criticised
some parametric models because they lacked properties observed in bond markets [20]. He
offered some criteria for a yield curve model to be used in insurance models. Nonparameteric
models may meet his criteria.
This article discusses nonparametric estimation of interest rate model ingredients: drift,
volatility, and market price of risk. The nonparametric approach seems promising for actuarial applications because it provides a consistent approach, keeping the continuous-time
arbitrage theory and estimating the model with discrete-time data.
1.1. Continuous-time model. The model is based on an idealized bond market in which
there are no transaction cost.s,traders can borrow as much as they like at default-free rates, all
traders have t,he same information, and there is no arbitrage. Mathematically, the securities
market is described in terms of a filtered probability space (0, F, F, P) where F = {;F, : 0 5

t<T*}.
For general one-factor models, the short rate T is an It6 process
drt = p(rt, t)dt t o(?-t, t)dz,

(1.1)
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where {& : 0 5 t < T*} is a st,andard Brownian motion adapted to the market information.
The state space of the interest rate process is Iw, = (0, tea), W denotes the real numbers, and
the two functions p, 0 : W+ X [0, T’] ---t Iw are to be estimated from the data. The functions
p and 0 are given functions of two variables, called the drift and diffusion, respectively. In
financial modeling the diffusion function is often called the volatility.
The model is called time-homogeneous if the drift and volatility are independent of time.
Stanton [17] offers support for the time-homogenous assumption as follows. Interest rate
models such as Hull and White [ll], Ho and Lee [lo], Black, Derman and Toy [3], and Black
and Karasinski [4] a IIow arbitrary time dependence in the parameters to match the current
term structure exactly. Often the term “arbitrage-free” is used (inappropriately) to describe
the fit to the current term structure. As we will see, the lack of arbitrage in the model has an
entirely different meaning. Stanton also assert,s that fitting the current t,erm structure can
introduce counterfactual behavior for future interest rat,es and that it requires reestimation
of the model every time the term structure changes. Throughout this paper we will assume
that the drift and diffusion are time-homogenous.
Most market models are baaed on an assumed parameterized form for the short rate process. The idea is that market data can be used to estimate the short rate process parameters
and this should lead to model prices of bonds, interest rate derivatives, and other securities
that depend on interest rates. If the model agrees well with actual bond prices and interest
rate derivatives, then it would be natural to use it also to model over-the-counter securities (swaps, caps, floors, etc.) and insurance cont.racts (annuit.ies, policy loan options, etc.).
However, specifying the short rate is not enough information for t.he model to determine
bond prices. The market price of risk is also required as we will discuss below. There are
several popular time-homogeneous term struct,ure models, three of which are
dr, = K(N - r,)dt t g,,$dZ,
drt = n(a - rt)dt $ crdZ,

(C W
(Vasicek)

drt = K((L. - rt)dt t ur;dZ,

(CKLS)

where K, rr, 0 and 7 are constants. The drift ~(1.) = ~(c1:- r) is said to be mean reverting.
This is an intuitively appealing property and the data seems to support it. Mean reversion is
equivalent to a linear drift, i. e., it can be written in the form P(T) = u. + ail- for constants
ac and al. The intuition is illustrated in Figure 1.
Chan, Karolyi, Longstalf and Sanders [6] describe the most general of these with the diffusion coefficient g(r) = rrr7 for constants u and y. The Vasicek [19] model has a constant
diffusion (7 = 0). Cox, Ingersoll and Ross [8] specify a diffusion coefficient that is proportional to the square root of the interest rate level (y = i). The CKLS family of models with
7 > 0 has the desirable property that model interest rates are positive. This is desirable
because we are modeling nominal rates, which are always positive. Indeed, any model for
which the drift at r = 0 is positive, ~(0) > 0, and the diffusion at 1’ = 0 is zero, g(O) = 0,
must have positive interest rates. Intuit.ively, the reason is this: Since ~(0) > 0 and ~(1.) is
continuous, then there is a range [0, E) over which p(r) is positive. Consider what happens
to drt as Q approaches 0. We can assume that 0 < rt < E < N and that E is small enough
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FIGURE 1. Mean Reversion.The time (t, t + dt) is on the horizontalaxisand

the shortrate r(t) on the vertical axis. The parametera represents
a rate to
whichthe short rate “reverts.” The parametern represents
the strengthof
the “pull” towardthe preferredrate cy.
that Var(r(t + E)- rL) = u2(rt)eis neglible.This impliesthat the changein rt is essentially
deterministicandahnost,certainlyequalt,o its expectedvalueE[dr,] = IC(CI
- rJ > 0 soit is
almostcertainthat ~~~~
= rt + n(cr- rt) > Q. Thusthe shortrate process
movesawayfrom
r = 0 wheneverit getsclose.Therefore,sincewestart with a positiveshortrate, the model
will neverproducea negativeinterestrate.
A’it-Sahalia.[l] alsoprovidessupportfor the nonparametricapproach.Wewill elaborate
on hispoints. First, derivativepricesarevery sensitiveto the preciseform of the diffusion
function. The Vasicekmodelhasa closedform solutionfor optionson bonds(or interest
rates). In this modelthe diffusionis a constantand onecaneasilythat seethe optionprice
isvery sensitiveto the sizeof t,heconstant.Soit is importantto get the diffusionestimate
aspreciselyaspossible.Second,we cannotobservethe diffusion(instantaneous
interest
rate volatility) sowe haveno a ptioti ideaof what the diffusionshouldlook like. Finally,
we havehugedata setsavailable.Accordingto Ait-Sahalia,this is a ‘perfect setup” for
the nonparametricapproach.He estimatesthe volatility and Stantonestimates
the drift,
volatility, and marketpriceof risk usingthe nonparametric
approach.Wewill describethe
nonparametric
approachin detailand critiqueStanton’sresults.
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1.2. Description
of the bond market. The price P(T, t, T) of a default-free zero coupon
bond is a function of the time t, the value of the short rate r, and the time T 5 T’ of
maturity of the bond’. This is a fundamental assumption of the model. The particular
form of the functional relationship is not specified, rather we assume only that the price is a
differentiable function of the three parameters. We could also say that, in general, the price
depends on the information F as well.
By M’s formula2, the process {P(rt,t,T)
: 0 5 t 5 T} is also an It6 process and its
differential equation is

dP= fu2t$+p;+;
r

1

dt+o;dZ

where it is understood that the functions are evaluated at (T, t) = (rt, t). The drift and
volatility components are written in this special form:

and

up(r, t, T) = ;o;.
With this notational convention the stochastic differential equation for the bond price is
usually written in this equivalent form:

dP
- = pLpdt+ crpdZ
(1.3)
P
The notation P, P(t, T), and P(t, r, T) all denote the price, but it is customary to suppress
the reference to r, or even t and T, when no confusion can arise.
1.3. ‘Itading and Portfolios.
Continuous default-free borrowing and lending at the short
rate is available to all traders. It is usually described in terms of an account, like a savings
accounf. The account values from a process {B(t)} satisfying f?(O) = 1 and dB(t) =
r(t)B(t)dt for t > 0. The account has one dollar initially and grows by constantly earning
and reinvesting the short rate. A trader who invests k dollars (buys the account) at, time tl
receives a right to k/B(tl) units of the account. At time t2 > tl, the trader can withdraw
(sell units) with a value of B(t2)k/B(tl).
The account value can be written explicit,ly
B(t) = exp
so an investment of k at time tl accumulates to a value of
B(b)k/B(tl)

= kexp

([r(u)du)

‘Readers familiar with the mathematics of bond markets may skim this section.
reference for this material.
2The appendix to this paper has a review of properties of It6 processes.
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Let Sr and Sz denote two traded securities in this market with differential equations
dS$) = p,(t)dt t uJt)dZ(t)
for i = 1,2. A portfolio of Sr and 5‘2 is a pair of processes (&(t), $2(t)) where 4,(t) denotes
the number of units of the security i in the portfolio at time t. The number of units can
be negative, indicating short selling (borrowing). The units of units need not be an integer;
any real number is allowed for the number of units. The value of the portfolio at time t is
V(t) = h(t)&(t) t $2(w2(t).
The number of units in the portfolio have to be determined before the prices are revealed.
This means that in setting a trading strategy a trader may base the values of (&(t), cj2(t))
on information 38 for s < t, but not on 3t. In addition, the trading strategy must satisfy
the technical condition: For i = 1,2,
T

1

for any T < 0;)
$i(t)2ui(t)2dt
< co = 1
V
A portfolio is self-financing provided that the portfolio’s value changes over an interval
(t, t $ dt) solely due to price changes, not due to changes in the number of units held.
Mathematically this is expressed as follows:
Pr

o

W) = rb1W1(t) + $J2(WS2(t)
By substitution we can find the Ito representation of V:
W)

= dl@)[Pl(W

+ ~,(WZl

+ h(NPl(W

(1.4)
+ 42(tb2wZl

(1.5)

= [41(th(t)
f 42(t)PLZ(w
+ [41(+n(t)
+ dZ(tb2(wZ
(1.6)
Self-financing portfolios are a key ingredient in pricing and hedging. In applying the concept
we will usually arrange the strategy so that the portfolio’s volatility term is zero and use the
following additional important assumption.

1.4. No arbitrage principle. An arbitrage opportunity
is a self-financing portfolio with
zero initial value, having at some future time no possibility of a negative value and a positive probability of a positive value. In terms of the notation defined above, an arbitrage
opportunity based on t,he securities Sr and S2 is a portfolio (q&(t), b2(t) for which the value
process V(t) = q$(t)S,(t) t&(t)&(t)
satisfies
l
dV = q&d& t cj2dS2
. V(0) = 0
l
There is a T > 0 for which
Pr(V(T) < 0) = 0 and Pr(V(T) > 0) > 0.
The bond market is assumed to be arbitrage free, meaning there are no arbitrage opportunities. This natural assumption has some strong implications for modeling. A common
application goes like this: If a traded security (or portfolio of traded securities) with price
{X,} has zero volatility, then its drift is rtXt where rt is the short rate. By zero volatility
we mean that, when written in its Ito representation,
dX = px(t)dt t ax(t)dZ,
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Pr[ax(t)

one:

= 0 for all t] = 1

For any such security or portfolio we must have p*(t)
one.
1.5. Market Price of Risk.
and Sz(t) = P(r,t, Tz) with
dS, = pL,S,dt $ u,S,dZ. Make
selected so that the resulting

STRUCTURE

= r(t)X(t)

for all t with probability

Consider two zero coupon bonds denoted by S,(t) = P(r, t, 7’r)
7’2 < 7’1. The zero coupon bonds have differential equations
a portfolio with one unit of 5’1 and b(t) units of Sz at time t,
portfolio has zero drift:
W) = Sl(G f

4(W2(4

The differential equation of V(t) is
dV(t) = [pl(W,(t)

f 4(QdW2(t)ldt

t [~l(t)s,(t)

t ~(h(Wdt)ld~

For a diffusion coefficient of zero, d(t) = -S,(t)gl(t)/Sz(t)a2(t) for all t. Since there is no
arbitrage and the portfolio has zero volatility, then its drift is r(t)V(t). Substituting the
values of the parameters and solving gives us the relation:
NW)

= /4W1(t)

T(t)

=

+ 4J(G4w2(~)

PlW2M

- CL.t(%(t)
02(t)

- Ul (t)

This can be rearranged to obtain:
Pn@)

- r(t)

= h(t)

u2(t)

- r(t)
cl(t)

Thus the no arbitrage principle forces this relation: The excess of a bond’s drift over the
default free rate divided by its volatility is independent of the maturity of the bond. The
common value is a characteristic of the market rather than the security. This quantity is
called the market price of tisk. Although it is not a price, but the name is widely used.
So far we do not have a formula for valuing zero coupon bonds (or any other security) in
terms of the short rate. The missing ingredient is the market price of risk. Therefore, in
addition to our other assumptions, we assume that the market price of risk, denoted X(r, t),
is known. Its relation to the parameters of the zero coupon bond P(r, t, T) is
x(T, t)

=

P(t,T,

~)/Q'(T,
Q'(T,

=

Pp(T,t,T)

~P(T,

t, T)
t, ?(t,

-T

t, T)
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where

dP(T 4 T)
= CL&-,t, T)dt t crp(r,t, T)dZ
P(v 4 T)
for all zerocouponbondmaturitiesT. Thereare importantconsequences
of theseassumpt,ions.The equationbecomes
a.partial differentialequationwith knowncoefficients
whenwe
(again)rewrite it, but nowin termsof t,hebondpricefunctionandits derivatives.

Thereforewecandeterminezerocouponbondpricesin termsof the shortratedrift, diffusion,
and the marketpriceof risk by solvingthis partial differentialequation

for 0 < 1’< 03, 0 < t < T, subjectto the boundaryconditions:P(T,T) = 1 and T(O)= r.
is the observedvalueof the shortrate at t = 0.
Wealsorewritethe bond’sstochasticdifferentialequationincorporatingthe marketprice
of risk:
dP
- = ppdt + updZ
P
= (T+ Xup)dt t opdZ
(14
The marketpriceof riskmaybezero,but,thisisan empiricalissue.Stantonshowsthat for
t,heUST-bill data.January1965- July 1995t,hemarket,priceof risk issignificantlydifferent
fromzero[17]. A nonzeromarketpriceof riskca.nbeembedded
in the modelparameters.The
mathematicaldetailsare describedby Duffie [9], Musielaand Rutkowski[14], andothers.
Replacethe originalprocess{Z(t)} with {Z*(t)} whereZ*(t) = Z(t) t s,“X(u)duor, in
differentialnotation,dz* = dZ + Xdt. The originalshortrate dynamics
dr = pdt t CrdZ
becomes
dr = (p - Xa)dt t adz’
= p*dt + mlJ’.
Thereisa newmeasure
P’ onthe sameprobabilityspace,(Q,3), equivalentto P in the sense
that p(A) = 0 if and only if B’(A) = 0, for whichthe newprocess{z’(t)} is a standard
Brownianmotionadaptedto the originalfiltration. Often at this point onesimplyworks
with the newprocess.The originalprocess
{Z(t)} is frequentlycalledthe realprocess
or the
physicalprocess.The newprocess
is calledthe risk neutralprocess.For the newdynamics,
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zero coupon bond prices follow the dynamics like (1.9), but, {Z*(t)}

is the driving process:

dP(r, t, T)
= &(T, t, T)dt t u;(r) t, T)dZ*
P(r, 4 T)
where

WT, 4 T) = W(T,4 T)
dr

a;(~, t, T) = CJ
11;h

4 T)

= PP(T’,

4 T)

-

4T,tb;(T,t,

= PP(Y

4 T)

- Q,

t)ap(r,

T)

4 T)

= r(t)

Therefore

dP(r,4 T) = rdt t
p(T,4 T)

Op(T,

(Use the P measure.)

t, T)dZ*

or

T(;;;’

= [ T + Xop]dt + op(T,t, T)dZ
(Use the P measure.)
, ,
The Feynman-Kai: formula (we review this in the appendix) shows that zero coupon bond
prices are expected discounted values, using the new measure:
P(t,r,T) = Ep. [e-~~r(u)‘nIrl= r]
This can be generalized. Consider a security with a single payment, to be made at, time T
which is a known function H(r) of the short rate. The price at time t of t,he security is

This equation is the basis for valuat,ion by Monte Carlo simulation and equation (1.8) is the
basis for solution by numerical analysis techniques. If we have functions 0 and p* = p - Xa,
then for the Monte Carlo approach we can choose a random sample of interest rate paths
{T&) : 0 < u < T, j = 1,. , N} b y using the following recursion N times. For a suitable,
fixed value of Ic, let Au = T/k, u. = 0 and 21, = iT/k. Each sample path starts with r(0)
set to the current value of the short rate and is constant over each subinterval [IL,_~,~1. The
successive values satisfy
T(Y t Au) = 1.(21,-l) t ~*(T(u,-l),u,-l)Au

t U(T(Ut-I), u,-I)E,

where {Ed} are independent normal random variables with mean zero and variance Au. The
average of the sample values

e-~~‘~(“)““ibI(~,(T))= exp -5
(

( _ )A
,=lrJul'

H(T~(T))
u,

is an approximation to the price. For large enough samples and small enough time increments, the approximation is as good as it needs to be. Changing probability measures does
not ameliorate the estimation problem. In order to get the risk neutral process drift, I* and
volatility B we have to estimate the physical process parameters (observations of the short
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ra.te are sufficient for this) and t,he market price of risk (for which observations of a price are
required).
2. NONPARAMETRIC ESTIMATION
2.1. Basic idea. Nonparametric estimation allows us to determine the drift and diffusion
terms in a continuous t,ime process, even though we observed it at discrete intervals. The
estimation procedure is called nonparametric because no parametric assumption is made
with regard to the drift, volatility and market price of risk functions. They are functions
of r only, but, nothing more is assumed. Actually, Stanton uses the daily (and for some
calculations weekly and monthly) observations of the secondary market yields on go-day US
Treasury bills as a substitute for the short rate. The rates were converted from discount
yield to an equivalent interest rate. The market price of risk estimates use the 180-day rate
as well as the go-day rate. The daily data consists of 7,262 observations. The observations
are on average 11 = 30.5/7,262 = 0.004 years apart,. This corresponds to l/(0.004) = 250
observations per year which seems correct since there are no observations on weekends or
holidays. No adjustments were made for weekends and holidays - we simply assumed the
observations are equally spaced. We followed Stanton and others in using the annualized
yield to maturity corresponding to observations of the go-day bond price as a surrogate for
the short rate. Ghan, Karolyi, Longstaff, Sanders and Ait-Sahalia use the same data and
assumptions.
The stochastic differential equation for the short rate is dr = p(r,)dt + cr(r,)d&. We have
sample interest rates earned 011SO-day zero coupon bond prices. The observed SO-day bond
price P, at time t, is convert,ed to yield-to-maturity by the formula
r; = -&

logP(t,, t, t 0.25).

We t*ake these t.o be observations of r denoted rl, r2, . , T,,, at times tl,
, t,,. The
observations are assumed to be equally spaced with u = tlfl - t,. Now we see how the
methods described above are applied to obtain non-parametric estimators.
We begin with estimation of the probability density function f(r) of the short rate r and
t,hen describe the drift, volatility and market price of risk estimators.
2.2. Estimating

the marginal

density.

The marginal density estimator is

F(r)= $ $ K((r- r,)h-1))

(2.1)

t=l

(2.2)
where n = 7,626 is the number of observations in the 30.5 years from January 1, 1965 to
July 31, 1995.
This is a nonparametric estimator of the drift and requires only that we specify the
function K(z), called the kernel density, and the bandwidth h. Stanton uses the Gaussian kernel density defined by the standard normal probability density function: K(z) =
(l/&)exp(-2’/2).
S’mionoff [16, Chapter 31 and Campbell, Lo and MacKinley [5, page
5001 discuss this and are good references for kernel density estimation. Simonoff suggests a
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FIGURE 2. EstimatedmarginaldensityT(r) of the shortrate r, basedon US

T-bill data January1965to July 1995.
bandwidthof h = 1.059cn-1/5= 0.0047.Weusedthe roundedvalueh = 0.005.Our graph
of the marginaldensityispresented
in Figure2. It looksvery muchlikeStanton’s[17,Figure
31.The estimatorf(r) is a mixture of n equallyweighteddensities

f%(r)
=&

exp(-(r - r,)‘/2h2)

which are normalwith meanequalto the observedvalue r, and varianceh?. Simonoff
describes
otherkerneldensities
andtechniques
to improvetheestimatorat boundaries.Since
interestratesareboundedbelowat zero,theseother techniques
shouldbe investigated.
2.3. Estimation of the drift. Stantondescribes
estimationof the drift and volatility in
generaltermsasfollows.Consideran Ito process
cl& = p(Xt)dt t a(X,)dZ,
with time-homogeneous
drift and volatility. Stantonusesresultson the infinitesimalgenerator of {Xt} ([15, page1151).However,ah of the first order approximations
follow from
moreelementaryanalysis.
Considerthe problemof estimatinga the drift and diffusionfunctionsof {Xt} basedon
a sampleof observations
zr,22, . ,z,, at timestr < ts < . < t,. For a first order
approximationwe consideran interval (t, t t u) andthe corresponding
changein X,, using
the integralrepresentation:
ttu
ttu
Xt+u- xt =
p(XJds t
~(X,)dZs
Jt
Jt
The expectationsare

-x,1x,=IT]=Jt
E[Xt+u

t+u
E[p(Xs)IXt = +
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andtherefore
E[A,,x,]x, = Z] = u/+).
This givesusthe first orderapproximation:

Nowusethe samplevaluesto estimateE[A,X,]X, = x] asfollows:
E[A,X,]X, = x] M &

F(x;+r - z,)K[(x - xi)h-‘I.
I=1

We assignprobability K((x - z,)h-‘)/c(z) to the increment$,+I - x; that wasobserved
whent = t, and X, = xi. The weightC(Z)is selectedsothat

n-l
pq(x

- x,)P]/c(x)

=1

K[(x

= c(x).

1=1

and
It-1
1

-

x,)h-‘1

t=l

Finally, wehavethe formulafor the drift estimator:

- x,)K[(x
- XW]
i;(x)= & Fix%+1

(2.3)

t=l

whereu = At, is the lengthof the intervalbetweenobservations.
The estimatorisa smooth
function of x. The bandwidthh controlsthe smoothingeffect of the estimator.Webegan
with Simonoff’s
recommendation,
whichisessentially
the sameasthe valueStantonsuggests
(althoughhe doesnot give the valueexplicitly): h = 1.0590nm115
wherecr is the standard
deviationof the sample{q} andn isthe samplesize.Forthe datasetat hand,wecomputeda
valueof h = 0.0047.For a bandwidthof h = 0.005,ourestimateof the marginaldensityf(r)
for the observed
shortrate isessentially
the sameasStanton’sHowever,to getour estimates
of the short,rate drift, and diffusionto be assmoothashiswe hadto usea bandwidthof
h = 0.02. Our Figure3 is essentially
the graphasStanton’s[17,Figure41.
of the diffusion. For the estimatorof the diffusionof an Ito process
dXt = p(Xt)dt f cr(X,)d&, consideragainthe integralrepresentation:
2.4. Estimation

xt+u
-xt=stt+u
/J(X&+Jtt+u
~(Xs)~Zs
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FIGURE 3. Estimated drift of the short rate process, based on US T-bill data
January 1965 to July 1995.
For a very brief interval IL, we can use this approximation
x,=x:

to the increment, conditional

on

Therefore, the conditional variance may be approximated as
W

Xtftl - X,1X,

= z) = 02(z)Var(AuZt)

= c*(x)u.

This leads to the following estimator of the square of the diffusion function:
z”(z) = tVar( Xt+,, - x,1 x, = x)

= ;E [(Xt,,- E[Xt+u])2/
Xt=x]
- gx)u)‘(x, =x]
= tE [(&+zr
=&

fj(Xi+l

-

uP(xt))2K((x

-

xl)h-‘).

t=l
where u = At,. The graph of our estimator S(r) of the diffusion of the short rate process is
shown in Figure 4. It essentially the same as Stanton’s [17, Figure 51.
If the drift satisfies u(0) = 0 and ~(0) > 0 then the model interest rates will be positive
with probability one. This is a desirable characteristic and it can be required as follows.
Estimate the function g(z) = g”(x)/x using the formula
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FIGURE 4. Estimateddiffusionof the shortrate process,
basedon UST-bill

data January 1965to July 1995.
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FIGURE 5. Estimatedconstrained
diffusionof the shortrate process,
baaedon

US T-bill data January1965to July 1995.The constrainta(0) = 0 guarantees
positiveinterestrates.
Nowusethe product of c(x) andz asa newestimator:
i?;(2) = S(z)
and
(2.5)
Figure5 is the graphof the constrained
diffusionfunction.Againthis isessentially
the same
asStanton’sestimate.
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2.5. Estimating the Market Price of Risk. Let P(‘)(t,) denotethe price of the 180&y
zerocouponbond,observed
at timet,. Actually the dataprovidesuswit,]1Y1= & logI.
Considerthe yieldovertheperiod(tz,t, t0.25) obtainedby buyingthe 180-daybondat r, for
p,“’ andsellingit at t, f 0.25.Whensold,it, isa SO-daybondandits priceisP(‘)(t, + 0.25).
We cancalculatethe observed
yield on 180-daybondsoverthe go-dayperiod(t,, t, + 0.25)
as
t’(l)@, t 0.25)
R(Q) = i
log
0.25
P(‘#)
= &

(-0.251.t,+0.25
t 0.5%)
1 f’(l)@, t 0.25)- P(‘)(t,)
N0.25
Pyt,)

= 2Y*- rt,+0.25

Of coursethis isonly “observed”at thosetimest, for whichthereareobservations
at f,,to.25
also.
Let Rt2)(tl) be the annualizedreturn on the go-daybond over the samego-dayperiod
(t,, t, + 0.25).Evidently, R@)(t,)= T,, but the foIIowingmethodwill producean estimateof
the marketpriceof risk for returnson any two zerocouponbondssowe will write it out in
generalterms.
Considertwo zero couponbondswith pricesP(t, r, T3) for j = 1,2. The instantaneous
&J(j)
return P(I) satisfies
the stochastic
differentialequation(1.9),whichwerewritewith slightly
differentnotation:
dP(‘)
= &j)(rt, t)dt + &(rt, t)dZt
PO’)
= [T(t) t X(rt)a(3)(r,,t)] dt + &)(rt, t)dZ,
Let q = 0.25be the lengthof the interval (t, t + q) over whichthe returnsare defined.As a
roughapproximation,wecanwrite the effectivereturn asfollows:
qR(J)m

Pyt,

t q) - P(l)@,)
M p+.t, t)q t &)(rt, t)A,Z,
Pyt,)
= [r(t) t X(r&(+-t, t)] q t @(rt, t)A,Z,

Thisjustifiesusingthe samplevaluesRp) to estimate#)(rt, t) and&)(r,, t). Note that
the bonddrift andvolatility dependon t in general,but wearelookingat the samepart of
the lifetimeof eachobservation
of P(J) in the sample,soall dependon t in the sameway.
Wecan drop the dependence
on t. Just keepin mindthat we are estimatingthe drift and
dil&sionin the first SO-days
of a 180-daybond. Write the drift of asp(j)(r) and estimateit
asfollows:
$‘(r) = &

2 R,(3k[(r - r,)h-‘1
r=l
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with h = 0.02and
c(r) = kK[(r

- r$-‘1.

i=l

Estimatet,hevolatility asfollows:

($qT))*q= & t[qR,i’)- q$+-J]%[(r
- T-$-l]
cl
=

6

f-,RF)

-

ij’(T*)]“K[(T

-

r,yL-‘1

t=l

Therefore,we have

(3’q1.))2= $ $[RY) - ij’(Ti)]2K[(T-T-$-l]
1=1
and
;;q,)

=-

+) C[RI” - jP(r,)]*K[(r - Y-,)/z-‘] 1’2.
t=l
i1
Nowcalculatethe excessreturn of bond 1 overbond2.

= qTt) [a(‘+t, t) - d2)(rt, t)] dt t [a(‘+t,t) - o(2)(%t)l dz
from whichwefind that
q@‘) - qRi2)N X(Tt) [Ucl)(Tt,t) - ac2)(rt,t)] Qt [U”‘(ri, t,) - u(‘)(T~,t,)] AqZt.
Nowcancelthe q and usethe estimatorsfor the drift andvolatility terms.This givesusan
estimatorfor the marketpriceof risk:

Figures6 and 7 showthe graphsof the observations
of pairs (r,,R,(3))and the estimator
P)(T). This differsfrom Stanton’sestimatorin two ways. First, we are usingannualized
returnsRt(3)andStantonusedeffectivereturnssohehasa factorof q in the denominator,but
oursin includedin the formulafor the estimatorof the volatility. Second,Stantondefines
the volatility differently. His definitionis A(r) = OX,
whereX(T) isour marketprice
of risk andQ(T) is the shortrate volatility, contrainedsothat ~(0) = 0.
The differencei;(‘)(r) - $c2)(~)is the numeratorof the’marketprice of risk estimator.
Their graphsare givenin Figure8. The differenceisrather small.This is consistentwith
the samplestatisticsfromthe observations
of returnsshownin Table1.
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FIGURE 6. Return on 180-day bond over 90 days, based on US T-bill
January 1965 to July 1995 and the drift p(‘)(r).
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FIGURE 7. Return on go-day bond over 90 days, based on US T-bill
January 1965 to July 1995 and the drift p*(r).

data

We estimated the diffusion functions as follows. First we calculated

RJ,c+~
- R&W

- r,)h-‘)

(2.7)

with h = 0.018. Now the estimators are given by the negative square root:

;i,(T) = -@-)

(2.8)

The negative square root is required for consistency with formula (1.2), which describes the
relation between the diffusion of the bond price and the diffusion of the short rate:
18P
ffp = %F
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Bond

Mean
Yield
Over
First
SO-days
R(j)
0.06957

Standard
Deviation

180-day(j = 1)
0.03012
0.06637
0.02658
SO-day(j = 2)
0.00354
Difference 0.00320
TABLE 1. Samplestatisticsof observedgo-dayreturnsof 180-daybondsand
go-daybondsfrom January1, 1965to July 31, 1995.
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FIGURE 8. The estimatorsPI(r) and j&(r) of the returnsof 180-daybonds

(1) andYO-daybonds(2), basedon UST-bill dataJanuary1965to July 1995.
Sincethe price P decreases
as 1‘ increases,
then the partial derivativeis negative. The
diffusionof the price hasthe oppositesignas the diffusionof the drift. The short rate
diffusioncoefficientO(T) is positive, so we usethe negativesquareroot for the diffusion
coefficientof the bond price. Figure9 showsthe graphsof gl(r) andg*(f). The difference
is very small. This couldbe a problemsinceit is the denominator
of the estimatorof the
marketpriceof risk.
The sampleexcessreturn statisticsin Table 1 indicatethat numeratorshouldhavean
orderof magnitudeof 0.00320.The denominatorshouldhavean orderof magnitudeabout
-(0.00354).Weshouldexpectthe marketpriceof risk to be around-1. The graphof our
estimatorisshownin Figure10. The graphrangesfrom-2.5to -0.5,whichis consistent
with
the samplestatistics.
Our definitionof the marketpriceof risk is moreor lessstandard[5, page4341,(13,page
3201,althoughIngersolldefinesthe marketpricethe samewayStantondefinesit [12]. The
relationbetweenStanton’sdefinition,whichwedenoteA(r), andoursisA(r) = c~(r)X(r). In
otherwordshisestimatoristhe (constrained)
shortratediffusionmultipliedby our estimator
of the marketpriceof risk. Wegetessentiallythesamevaluesfor A(r). Thegraphisshownin
Figure11. In summary,wehaveessentially
replicatedStanton’snonparametric
estimates
of
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FIGURE 9. The diffusion estimators, ~l(l.) and Sz(r), of SO-day returns of
MO-day bonds (1, dashed graph) and go-day bonds (2), based on US T-bill
data January 1965 to July 1995.
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FIGURE 10. The market price of risk estimator, X(T) based on excess go-day
returns of HO-day bonds (1) and go-day bonds (2) for US T-bill data January
1965to July 1995.
the drift anddiffusionof the short,rate andthe marketpriceof risk. Of coursethe definition
of the marketpriceof risk is not critical providingit is interpretedproperly.
3. ASSETMODELING
At the 1998ASTIN Colloquiumin Glasgow,Gary G. Venterpresentedcriterion yield
curve modelsshouldsatisfyin order to be usedfor stochasticmodelingof property and
liability risks1201.This is calleddynamicfinancialanalysis(DFA) in the United States.
Ventersuggests
that the modelshouldmeetthesegeneralcriteria:
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FIGURE 11. Stanton’smarketpriceof risk estimator,X(T) = &,(T)~(T).

(1) It shouldcloselyapproximatethe currentyield curve.
(2) It shouldproducepatternsof changein the short-termrate that matchthoseproduced
historically.
(3) Over longersimulations,
the ultimatedistributionsof yield curveshapesit produces,
givenany short-termrate, shouldmatchhistoricalresults.
The first criteria, we believe,is not soimportantespeciallyfor longterm models.The
nonparametricestimatorsbasedon historicaldata will necessarily
satisfythe secondtwo
criteria. This suggests
that nonparametric
estimatorsmaybe usefulin DFA models.
4. CONCLUSION

of thedrift anddiffusion
Wereviewedandverifiedrecentworkof Stanton[17]m estimation
of the shortrate andthe marketpriceof risk in a bondmarket.The nonparametric
approach
shouldbeof interestto actuariesbecause
it seems
to bea convenient
wayreflectinghistorical
interestrate propertiesin the model.Thereis a goodbit of work to be donein the future.
Basingthe marketpriceof risk on only two bondpricesis not adequate.In the future we
expect to obtain observations
of the yield curve asa functionof time, with longerterm
bondsincludedin the observations.The data set usedherehasonly go-dayand 180-day
bonds;wewouldliketo includel-year, s-year,lo-yearand20-yearpricesaswell. Thisseems
t,o be especiallyimportant in estimatingthe marketpriceof risk. Beyondthe estimation
problem,oneneedsto developmethodsof efficientlyincorporatingnonparametric
estimators
in insurancemodels.Weexpectto report on both problemsin the future.
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APPENDIX A. REVIEWOF 1~6 PROCESSES
A.1. Brownian
Motion - The Basis of Short Rate Models. This is a brief, intuitive,
non-rigorous discussion of It6 processes. We recommend study of one of the well-known
texts for those interested in interest rate models. A stochastic process is an indexed family
of random variables {X, : 0 5 t 5 7”) defined on a probability space (n,P,3).
For each
element w E R, the values Xi(w) define a deterministic (nonrandom) fucntion of time t,
called the sample path corresponding to w. For all times t and real numbers a, b we must be
able to determine the probability of the event
{w E Rla < Xt(w) 5 b)
so each such event must be a member of 3, the set of events on whch the probability measure
is defined.
A standard Brownian motion {Zt : 0 2 t 5 T*} is a stochastic process, defined on a
probability space (Q, P,3), satisfying:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Z has independent increments.
Z(t f At) - Z(t) has a normal distribution
Z has cont,inuous sample paths.
Z(0) = 0

with mean zero and variance At

Higher dimensional standard Brownian motion is a vector valued process with components
which are (one dimensional) standard Brownian motion. A k-factor interest rate model
is based on a k-dimensional standard Brownian motion. Throughout this paper we are
concerned with one-factor short rate models, so we will describe only one dimensional It6
processes.
In general (a one-factor) It6 process {Xt} IS one that can be written in the form
dXt = p(Xt, @it t o(Xt, t)dzt
where {Zt : 0 5 t 5 T*} is a standard Brownian motion. This is merely a symbolic
description of an operational definition in terms of two integrals:
t+h

Xt+/l - xt

=

st

t+h
PL(&,

u)du

+

/

t

4xu,

+%I

The first integral (with respect to time) is simply the usual integral of calculus. The result is
random because the path {X,,lt 5 u 5 t t h} IS
. random, but given the path we calculate the
intergral by integrating over time. There is nothing new here. This component is sometimes
called the path integral to distinguish it from the second component, the It6 integral.
The It6 integral is defined as a limit of finite sums. Given a partition t = to < tl < t2 <
. . . < t,, = t t h of the interval of integration, let Y,, denote the sum
IL-1

K = Cg(X(ti),
r=O
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where AZ(ti) = Z(t,+,) - Z(t,) is the increment3 in Z over [tt, t,+l). The values of X(t,)
calculated recursively, in terms of the path of Z. Starting with the current time t:

are

Wo) = W)
X(4+1) = X(4)

t AX(C),

W,

t O(t,),

tJAZ(4)

which can be written
AWJ

= /4X@,), W,

+ 4X(4),

Given Z(t,), we can calculate the conditional
WW)lZ(~J

moments of AX(t,):

= cl(Wt),~,)A~,
= AX(4),

WZ(&)

t u(X(t,),t,)E[AZ(t,)lZ(t,)l

4W,

and

VarlAW,)lZ(4)] = o”(X(t,), t,)Var[AZ(t,)lZ(t,)]
= &W,),

4)&

Given the entire path of Z over the partition,
moments of Y,,:
n-l

we can calculate the conditional

{Z(t,)},

Var[YnlIZ(4))] = 1 a2(X(h), tJVar[AZ(t,)]
GO
11-l
=

N

~=+f(G),
E==O
t+h

s

Wt,

U2(XU,

u)du

t

The conditional means are zero, so the uncontional mean is too, E[Y,,] = 0. The conditional
variance tends to a path integral and its mean is the variance of Y,,.
This suggests (and one can prove along the suggested lines) that as the partitions become
finer and finer, the sums Y,, converge to a random variable, denoted
tth

Jt
with mean zero

t

&L,

4&t,

t+h

E
[J
3The notation

Z(t,)

U(X,,,U)dZ”

1

= 0

means the same thing as Ztz. We use it to avoid double subscripts.
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and variance
t+h
Var

t+h

u(X,,, u)dZ,

1 [J
= E

t

1

U2(X,‘, u)du .

In the most popular term structure models, the short rate r is an It6 process:
drt = p(rtr t)dt t b(rt, t)dZ,
where {Zt : 0 5 t 5 T*} is a standard Brownian motion. The drift and diffusion functions
~(r, t) and U(T, t) are determined from observations of the market. The Itb formula is the
fundamental tool in describing the bond market.
A.2. It6’s Formula. If a process {&} h as an It6 representation dX = pdt + adZ and
f(z, t) is a smooth function defined on the state space of {X(t)}, then the process defined
by Yt = f(X,, t) for all t is also an It8 process and its representation is

dY, = pydt t aydZt
where

py(x,t) = +-+, t)W

f p(Z,t)!Yp + tp

and

UY(X,t) = u(x, t)y
Here is a way to remember the formula. Write the two variable Taylor series expansion
of Y(t $ dt) and use the It6 differential multiplication rules: (dZ)” = dt, dZdt = 0 and
(dt)’ = 0. The rules imply that (dZ)‘; = dt(dZ)k-2 = 0 for k > 3. Apply the rules to dX to
obtain (dX)* = o*dt and dtdX = 0. So only a few terms of the expansion are nonzero:

y(t .+ dt) z f&t)

+ FdX,

+ ;w(dXJ’

+ vdt

and so

dY, = Y(t t dt) - yt

=!!@$(rdt+u&)+;!?!@$dt +!i$&
The Ito rule (dZ)* = dt is the differential form of the intergral equation

J

t(dZu)2 = t.
0
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The intergal is defined as the limit, of the sums
n-l
K, = ~(A-W2
so
where

44)
t

and t, = i-.

Since AZ(t,)

= Wz+d - Z(G)

is normal with mean zero and variance At = t/n,

then

(AZ(t,))2/A7 is x-square with one degree of freedom. Therefore, we can compute the moments of (AZ(tJ)” as follows:
E[(AZ(t,))2]

= AtE

1WM)”
1=At
at

and
Var[(AZ(t,)!“]

= (At)“Var

Since the increments of Z are independent the squares of the increments are independent
too. So we can now determine the moments of Y,,:
TL-1

E&l

= CE
,=o

[(AZ(&))‘]

= nAt = t

and
n-1

Var[Y,,] = CVar
GO

[(AZ(t,))2]

= 2n(At)2 = T

Therefore in the limit as n tends to infinity, the limiting distribution
Thus Y, simply tends to its mean value and we have

=t or in differential
/ t(dzu)2

notation

of Y,, has zero variance.

(dZ)2= dt.

0

A.3. Feynmann-Ka?!
Formula. The price at time t is a function oft and the current value
of the short rate rt = 1’. The price of a zero coupon bond is the expected discounted value
of its future cash payment. In general, the price of a security that pays its owner a single
payment of H(+) at time T is also the expected discounted value of its cash payment. The
expectation is taken over the paths described by the differential equation
h-t = [P(Q, t) - X(rt, ++-t,

t)]dt t u(l.t, t)dZt

subject to Q = r. This follows from the Feynmann-Kai: formula.
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Feynmann-Ka?
Formula.Let {Xt} denoteanIt6 process
with equationdX, = p(Xt, t)dtf
CT(X~,
t)dZ,. Let H(x) be a givenfunctionfor the statesof XT. Definethe function:
V(x, t) = E[H(XT) exp(- l’X”du)/X,

= CC]

Then V(q t) satisfiesthe partial differentialequation

a% t)+&, t)7&Wx,t)t 20
1 2(x,t)rdV(x,t) - xV(x,
--Tg-t)=0
subjectto V(z, T) = H(x) for all x.
This is an intuitive justificationfor the formula.Let rt = exp(- St’ X&U) for t 5 T. The
derivativeof the path integral- L’X,du with respectto the lowerlimit t is X,dt. Soby
It6’s formulawith f(x, t) = ezthe differentialof yt is dY, = Y,X,dt.
Another applicationof the It6 formulawith f(x, t) = V(x, t) showsthat the differential
of yt = V(Xt, t) is

av(xt,
t)dZ,
t
ax2
1

a2vG, 4

dt c(Xt, t)7

t

Nowequatethe two conditionalexpectations.The first representation
gives
E[dY,IX, = x] = E[X&dtlX, = x] = xdtE[Y,/X, = x] = xV(x, t)dt
The secondgives

Equatingthe two expressions
yieldsthe Feynmann-KCformula.The boundarycondition
followsfrom the fact that YT = H(x).
This is appliedto bondmarketswith the short rate process{Q} in placeof {Xt}. The
physicalshort rate process
is
drt = p(rt, t)dt t O(Q,t)dZ,.
The price of a short rate derivativeat time t with currentshortrate T is denotedV(r, t).
It pays its ownera singlepaymentof H(+) at time T. As before,it satisfiesthe partial
differentialequation

av(T, t) +

7

[p(T,t)

-

t

A(T&(T,,t)]~

subjectto V(T,T) = H(T) for all T .
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By the Feynmann-Kai: formula the function
V*(r,t) = E* [ H(rr)exp

( - i’rudu)~rt=r]

where short rate process is driven by
drt = [p(rt, t) - X(rt, Q+,, t)]dt t n(rt, t)dZ;.
satisfies the same partial differential equation and boundary condition. Hence, V*(r, t) =
V(T, t). We have two methods of numerically calculating the derivative price. We can solve
the partial differential equation numerically or we can calculate the expected discounted value
by simulating the short rate process, being careful to use the drift, p - ACT,and evaluate the
value H(rr) exp (- Jr r,du ) many times the average of the simulated values approximates
the price.
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